Seminar on Happy Planet Index

1. Which speaker generally disagreed with the lecture content?
   a) Woman
   b) Man (Scottish)
   c) Man
   __ / 1

2. Which speaker was _______ about the content of the lecture?
   a) Woman
   b) Man (Scottish)
   c) Man
   __ / 1

3. Which speaker said the following: [put a X in the correct box]

   Statement                      Woman (Scottish)  Man  Man

   i. People pay more attention to short-term day-to-day goals than long term goals.
   ii. There is still a lack of _______ on positive _______ energy consumption.
   iii. They felt inspired by the _______ model.
   iv. Agrees that the UK will achieve _______ carbon reduction _______.
   v. The Costa Rica model is not comparable to other developed countries.
   vi. Stanford university did a study _______ is similar to _______.
   vii. _______ are not necessarily environmentally friendly.
   viii. Point 3 ‘ _______ is a popular topic in the media at the moment

   __ / 8

4. What’s the final conclusion?

   __ / 2

Link: https://youtu.be/npAOZtTWUyg

Total Score ____ / 12
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